The subject of my Bachelor thesis is covering the organisation and the structure of the department of the chronicle intensive care. It is a new developing field with a specific position in the health care system of the Czech Republic. I hope that through my work the professionals in health care will get acquainted with problems at CHICU and show the hidden capacity in resolving these problems.

In theoretical part i show characteristics of the CHICU and differences when compared to ICU etc.

In the practical part of my work I apply nursing diagnostic methods to cover objectively problems of patients and related work of nurses at the hospital in Český Brod. At the same time I fix propable set of nursing diagnostics, which is specific for CHICU. Nursing diagnostic methods are resulting from the first three days of hospitalization in order to receive the maximum information about patients. The subject of the research is 174 patients hospitalized at the hospital in Český Brod in 2005, 2006 and 2007.